Abstract. We show that every automorphism of the group Gn := Aut(A n ) of polynomial automorphisms of complex affine n-space A n = C n is inner up to field automorphisms when restricted to the subgroup T Gn of tame automorphisms. This generalizes a result of Julie Deserti who proved this in dimension n = 2 where all automorphisms are tame: T G 2 = G 2 .
1. Notation. Let G n := Aut(A n ) denote the group of polynomial automorphisms of complex affine n-space A n = C n . For an automorphism g we use the notation g = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n ) if g(a) = (g 1 (a 1 , . . . , a n ), . . . , g n (a 1 , . . . , a n )) for a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ A n where g 1 , . . . , g n ∈ C[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. Moreover, we define the degree of g by deg g := max(deg g 1 , . . . , deg g n ). The product of two automorphisms is denoted by f • g.
The automorphisms of the form (g 1 , . . . , g n ) where g i = g i (x i , . . . , x n ) depends only on x i , . . . , x n , form the Jonquière subgroup J n ⊂ G n . Moreover, we have the inclusions D n ⊂ GL n ⊂ Aff n ⊂ G n where D n is the group of diagonal automorphisms (a 1 x 1 , . . . , a n x n ) and Aff n the group of affine transformations g = (g 1 , . . . , g n ) where all g i are linear. Aff n is the semidirect product of GL n with the commutative unipotent subgroup T n of translations. The subgroup T G n ⊂ G n generated by J n and Aff n is called the group of tame automorphisms.
Main Theorem. Let θ be an automorphism of G n . Then there is an element g ∈ G n and a field automorphism τ : C → C such that θ(f ) = τ (g • f • g −1 ) for all tame automorphisms f ∈ T G n .
After some preparation in the following sections the proof is given in section 7. For n = 2 where T G 2 = G 2 this result is due to Julie Deserti [Dés06] . In fact, she proved this for any uncountable field K of characteristic zero. Our methods work for any algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
2. Ind-group structure and locally finite automorphisms. The group G n has the structure of an ind-group given by
This defines a topology on G n where a subset X ⊂ G n is closed (resp. open) if and only if X ∩ (G n ) d is closed (resp. open) in (G n ) d for all d. All subgroups mentioned above are closed subgroups.
In addition, multiplication G n × G n → G n and inverse : G n → G n are morphisms of ind-varieties where for the latter one has to use the fact due to Ofer Gabber
. It follows that for every subgroup G ⊂ G n the closureḠ in G n is also a subgroup.
A closed subgroup G contained in some (G n ) d is called an algebraic subgroup. In fact, such a G is an affine algebraic group which acts faithfully on A n , and for every algebraic group H acting on A n the image of H in G n is an algebraic subgroup. A subset X ⊂ G n is called bounded constructible, if X is a constructible subset of some (G n ) d . Lemma 1. Let G ⊂ G n be a subgroup and let X ⊂ G be a subset which is dense in G and bounded constructible. Then G is an algebraic subgroup, and G = X • X.
Proof. By assumption G ⊂X ⊂ (G n ) d for some d and soḠ =X is an algebraic subgroup. Moreover, there is a subset U ⊂ X which is open and dense inḠ. Then U • U =Ḡ, and soḠ = G = X • X.
An element g ∈ G n is called locally finite if it induces a locally finite automorphism of the algebra C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] of polynomial functions on A n . This is equivalent to the condition that the linear span of
More generally, an action of a group G on an affine variety X is called locally finite if the induced action on the coordinate ring O(X) is locally finite, i.e. for all f ∈ O(X) the linear span Gf is finite dimensional. It is easy to see that the image of G in Aut(X) is dense in an algebraic groupḠ which acts algebraically on X. In fact, one first chooses a finite dimensional G-stable subspace W ⊂ O(X) which generates O(X), and then definesḠ ⊂ GL(W ) to be the closure of the image of G inside GL(W ).
The next result will be used in the following section. We start again with an action of a group G on an affine variety X and assume that x 0 ∈ X is a fixed point. Then we obtain a representation τ : G → GL(T x0 X) on the tangent space at x 0 , given by τ (g) := d x0 g. Lemma 2. Let G act faithfully on an irreducible affine variety X. Assume that x 0 ∈ X is a fixed point and that there is a G-stable decomposition m x0 = V ⊕ m 2 x0 . Then the tangent representation τ : G → GL(T x0 X) is faithful.
Proof. Let g ∈ ker τ . Then g acts trivially on V , hence on all powers V j of V . This implies that the action of g on O(X)/m k x0 is trivial for all k ≥ 1. Since k m k x0 = {0} the claim follows.
We remark that a G-stable decomposition m x0 = V ⊕ m 2 x0 like in the lemma above always exists if G is a reductive algebraic group.
3. Tori and centralizers. Define
n , and µ ∞ := k µ k ⊂ D n is the subgroup of elements of finite order where
n . The next lemma about the centralizer of µ k is easy.
The following result is crucial for the proof of the main theorem.
Proposition 1. Let µ ⊂ G n be a finite subgroup isomorphic to µ 2 . Then Cent Gn (µ) is a diagonalizable algebraic subgroup of G n , i.e. isomorphic to a closed subgroup of a torus. Moreover dim Cent Gn (µ) ≤ n.
Proof. We first remark that Cent Gn (µ) is a closed subgroup of G n . By Smith Theory (see [Ser09, Theorem 7 .5]) we know that the fixed point set F := (A n ) µ ′ of every subgroup µ ′ ⊂ µ is Z/2-acyclic, in particular non-empty and connected. We also know that F is smooth and that
µ , then the tangent representation of µ on T a A n is faithful, by Lemma 2 above, and so a is an isolated fixed point. Hence, (A n ) µ = {a}. Choose generators σ 1 , . . . , σ n of µ such that the images in GL(T a A n ) are reflections, i.e. have a single eigenvalue −1, and set
The tangent representation shows that H i is a hypersurface, hence defined by an irreducible polynomial
In addition, any g ∈ G := Cent Gn (µ) fixes a and stabilizes all Cf i and so, by the following Lemma 4 applied to the morphism ϕ := (f 1 , . . . , f n ) : A n → A n , the action of G on A n is locally finite. Since G is a closed subgroup of G n , it follows that it is an algebraic subgroup of G n , and its image in GL(V ) is a closed subgroup contained in a maximal torus, hence a diagonalizable group.
Finally, m a = V ⊕ m 2 a , and thus the homomorphism G → GL(T a A n ) is injective, by Lemma 2. Hence the claim.
Remark 1. It is not difficult to show that the proposition holds for every finite commutative subgroup µ of rank n. In fact, the proof carries over to subgroups isomorphic to µ p where p is a prime, and every finite commutative subgroup µ of rank n contains such a group.
Lemma 4. Let G ⊂ Aut(A n ) be a subgroup and let ϕ : A n → X be a dominant morphism. Assume that ϕ * (O(X)) is a G-stable subalgebra and that the induced action of G on X is locally finite. Then the same holds for the action of G on A n .
Proof.
. . , x n ] and denote by R ⊂ C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] the integral closure of A. We first claim that the action of G on R is locally finite. In fact, let f ∈ R and let f m + a 1 f m−1 + · · · + a m = 0 be an integral equation of f over A. By assumption, the spaces Ga i are all finite dimensional, and so there is a d ∈ N such that deg ga i < d for all g ∈ G and all a i . Since gf satisfies the equation
Therefore, we can assume that X is normal and that ϕ :
is G-equivariant and a local isomorphism. Since X is quasicompact the fibers of ψ are finite, and since ψ is birational and ϕ(Y ) normal we get that ψ is a G-equivariant isomorphism.
By assumption, the action of G on X is locally finite, and so G is dense in an algebraic groupḠ which acts regularly on X. Clearly, the open set ϕ(Y ) isḠ-stable and thus the action ofḠ on O(ϕ(Y )) is locally finite. Now the claim follows, because
The proposition above has an interesting consequence for the linearization problem for finite group actions on affine 3-space A 3 . In this case it is known that every faithful action of a non-finite reductive group on A 3 is linearizable (KraftRussell, see [KR11] ). Corollary 1. Let µ ⊂ G 3 be a commutative subgroup of rank three. If the centralizer of µ is not finite, then µ is conjugate to a subgroup of D 3 .
4. D n -stable unipotent subgroups. Recall that every commutative unipotent group U has a natural structure of a C-vector space, given by the exponential map exp : T e U ∼ − → U . Thus Aut(U ) = GL(U ) and every action of an algebraic group on U by group automorphisms is given by a linear representation.
A (non-zero) locally nilpotent vector field δ = n i=1 h i ∂ ∂xi defines a (non-trivial) C + -action on A n , hence a one-dimensional unipotent subgroup
and U δ = U δ ′ if and only if δ ′ is a scalar multiple of δ.
Lemma 5. Let U = U δ ⊂ G n be a one-dimensional unipotent subgroup. Then U δ is normalized by D n if and only if δ is of the form cx γ ∂ ∂xi , where
and c ∈ C * . In particular, 
and so m i β i = −1. But this is a contradiction, because m i , β i ≥ 0 for all i. Therefore a i x β+ei = 0 implies that β j ≥ 0 for all j = i, and β i = −1. Thus there is only one term in the sum, i.e. δ = a i x γ ∂ ∂xi where γ := β + e i has the claimed form.
Remark 2. This lemma can also be expressed in the following way: There is a bijective correspondence between the D n -stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups U ⊂ G n and the characters of D n of the form λ = j λ j ε j where one λ i equals 1 and the others are ≤ 0. We will denote this set of characters by X u (D n ):
If λ ∈ X u (D n ), then U λ denotes the corresponding one-dimensional unipotent subgroup normalized by D n . Proof. If U ⊂ G n is a commutative unipotent subgroup normalized by GL n , then all the weights of the representation of GL n on T e U ≃ U must belong to X u (D n ). The dominant weigths of GL n are i λ i ε i where λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n , and only those of the form λ = ε 1 + i>1 λ i ε i where 0 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n occur in X u (D n ). If λ = ε 1 , i.e. λ = ε 1 + λ k ε k + λ k+1 ε k+1 + · · · where λ k < 0, then the weight λ ′ := (λ k + 1)ε k + λ k+1 ε k+1 + · · · is dominant and λ ′ ≺ λ. Therefore λ ′ appears in the irreducible representation of GL n of highest weight λ, but λ ′ / ∈ X u (D n ). Thus U and T n are isomorphic as GL n -modules, hence contain the same D n -stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups, and so U = T n .
5. Maximal tori. It is clear that D n ⊂ G n is a maximal commutative subgroup of G n since it coincides with its centralizer, see Lemma 3. Moreover, Bia lynickiBirula proved in [BB66] that a faithful action of an n-dimensional torus on A n is linearizable (cf. [KS92, Chap. I.2.4, Theorem 5]). Thus we have the following result.
Lemma 7. D n is a maximal commutative subgroup of G n . Moreover, every algebraic subgroup of G n , which is isomorphic to D n is conjugate to D n . Now let G ⊂ G n be an algebraic subgroup which is normalized by D n . Then the non-zero weights of the representation of D n on the Lie algebra Lie G belong to X u (D n ), and the weight spaces are one-dimensional. It follows that the nonzero weight spaces of Lie G are in bijective correspondence with the D n -stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups of G.
Lemma 8. Let G ⊂ G n be an algebraic subgroup normalized by a torus D ⊂ G n of dimension n, let U 1 , . . . , U r be the D-stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups of G, and put
Proof. (a) The canonical map U 1 × · · · × U r → G is dominant, and so X ⊂ G is constructible and dense. Thus X •X = G, by Lemma 3, and dim G = dim Lie G = r.
(b) Similarly, we see that D • X ⊂ G 0 is constructible and dense, and therefore
6. Images of algebraic subgroups. The next two propositions are crucial for the proof of our main theorem.
by D, and the representation of D on T is faithful.
Proof. (a) We have D n = Cent Gn (µ 2 ), by Lemma 3, and thus
0 is an n-dimensional torus which is conjugate to D n , by Lemma 7. (b) First assume that dim U = 1. Then U consists of two D n -orbits, O := U \{id} and {id}. It follows that θ(U ) consists of the two D-orbits θ(O) and {id}, and so θ(U ) is bounded constructible and thus a commutative algebraic group normalized by D. Since it does not contain elements of finite order it is unipotent, and since it consists of only two D-orbits it is of dimension 1. Now let U be arbitrary, dim U = r, and let U 1 , . . . , U r be the different D n -stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups of U . Then X := U 1 • U 2 • · · · • U r ⊂ U is dense and constructible and U = X • X, by Lemma 8(a). Applying θ implies that θ(X) = θ(U 1 ) • · · · • θ(U r ) is bounded constructible and connected, as well as θ(U ) = θ(X)• θ(X), and thus θ(U ) is a connected algebraic subgroup of G n normalized by D. Since every element of θ(U ) has infinite order, θ(U ) must be unipotent. Moreover, dim θ(U ) ≥ r, since θ(U ) contains the D-stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups θ(U i ), i = 1, . . . , r. The same argument applied to θ −1 finally gives dim θ(U ) = r.
(c) This statement follows from (b) and the fact that T n contains a dense D norbit with trivial stabilizer.
The same arguments, this time using Lemma 8(b), gives the next result.
Proposition 3. Let θ be an automorphism of G n and let G ⊂ G n be an algebraic subgroup which contains a torus D of dimension n.
(a) The image θ(G) is an algebraic subgroup of G n of the same dimension dim G.
, and then θ(G) is conjugate to a closed subgroup of GL n .
Proof. As above, let U 1 , . . . , U r be the different D-stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups of G, and put
is bounded constructible and connected, and so θ(G 0 ) is a connected algebraic subgroup of G n , of finite index in θ(G). Since the θ(U i ) are different θ(D)-stable one-dimensional unipotent subgroups of θ(G) we have dim θ(G) ≥ dim θ(D) + r = dim G. Using θ −1 we get equality. This proves (a) and (b).
For (c) we remark that if G contains a normal unipotent subgroup U , then θ(U ) is a normal unipotent subgroup of θ(G). Moreover, a reductive subgroup G containing a torus of dimension n has no non-constant invariants, and so G is linearizable (see [KP85, Proposition 5.1]).
7. Proof of the Main Theorem. Let θ be an automorphism of G n . It follows from Proposition 3 that there is a g ∈ G n such that g • θ(GL n ) • g −1 ⊂ GL n . Therefore we can assume that θ(GL n ) = GL n . The subgroup T n of translations is the only commutative unipotent subgroup normalized by GL n , by Lemma 6. Therefore, θ(T n ) = T n and so θ(Aff n ) = Aff n . Now the theorem follows from the next proposition.
Proposition 4.
(a) Every automorphism θ of Aff n with θ(GL n ) = GL n and θ(T n ) = T n is of the form θ(f ) = τ (g • f • g −1 ) where g ∈ GL n and τ is an automorphism of the field C. (b) If θ is an automorphism of G n such that θ| Aff n = Id Aff n , then θ| Jn = Id Jn .
Proof. (a) It is enough to prove θ(f ) = g • τ (f ) • g −1 for some g ∈ GL n and some automorphism τ : C → C of the field C. Let C * = Z ⊆ GL n be the center of GL n and define θ 0 := θ| Z : Z → Z, θ 1 := θ| Tn : T n → T n . It follows that θ 0 and θ 1 are abstract group homomorphisms of C * and T n respectively, and for all c ∈ C * , t ∈ T n
where " · " denotes scalar multiplication. This implies that τ : C → C defined by τ | C * = θ 0 , τ (0) = 0, is an automorphism of the field C. Hence we can assume θ 0 = id C * and therefore θ 1 is linear. Considering θ 1 as an element of GL n we have θ 1 (t) = θ 1 • t • θ −1
1 , and thus we can assume that θ 1 = id Tn . But this implies that θ(g) = g for all g ∈ GL n , because
for all t ∈ T n . (b) Let U ⊂ G n be a one-dimensional unipotent D n -stable subgroup. We first claim that θ(U ) = U and that θ| U is linear. In fact, U ′ := θ(U ) is a one-dimensional unipotent D n -stable subgroup, by Proposition 2(b), and the characters λ and λ ′ associated to U and U ′ (see Remark 2) have the same kernel, because
Hence λ = ±λ ′ . If λ = −λ ′ , then U ⊆ GL n and so U ′ = U , since θ| GL n = Id GL n , hence a contradiction. Thus λ = λ ′ , and so U = U ′ and ( * ) shows that θ| U is linear, proving our claim.
As a consequence, θ| U λ = a λ Id U λ for all λ ∈ X u (D n ), with suitable a λ ∈ C * . If λ i = 1 put γ i := 0 and γ j := −λ j . Then f = (x 1 , . . . , x i + x γ , . . . , x n ) ∈ U λ , see Lemma 5. Conjugation with the translation t : x → x − j =i e j gives t • f • t −1 = (x 1 , . . . , x i + h γ , . . . , x n ) where h γ := (x 1 + 1) γ1 (x 2 + 1) γ2 · · · (x n + 1) γn .
Now we apply θ to get θ(t• f • t −1 ) = t• θ(f )• t −1 . Since all the monomials x γ ′ with γ ′ ≤ γ appear in h γ it follows that the corresponding coefficients a λ ′ must all be equal. In particular, a λ = a εi = 1 since U εi ⊂ T n . This shows that θ| Jn = Id Jn .
